PCR-amplification of simple sequence repeat variants from pooled DNA samples for rapidly mapping new mutations of the mouse.
A novel strategy for rapidly mapping new mutations of the mouse is presented and tested. The inbred Mus musculus castaneus strain CAST/Ei is used as a tester stock. Separate DNA pools are made from mutant and wildtype intercross (F2) progeny and analyzed using simple sequence repeat (SSR) variants detected using PCR amplification. Linkage is indicated if the mutant DNA pool is enriched for the mutant-strain SSR allelic fragment in comparison with the wildtype pool and controls. The expected contributions of the tester stock to mutant and wildtype pools as a function of recombination frequency are derived for both intercross and backcross progeny segregating for a recessive mutant gene. The sensitivity and reliability of this method is investigated using arbitrary DNA mixtures and also mutant and wildtype pools from a (CAST/Ei x MEV) intercross segregating for the dilute coat color mutation. It is concluded that linkages as great as 20 cM can be reliably detected by this method provided that sufficient progeny contribute to the pools. A set of 39 SSR variants, resolvable by agarose gel electrophoresis and suitable for pooled-SSR analysis, is identified. These are expected to screen 94% of the autosomal genome in crosses between CAST/Ei and common laboratory strains.